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The Bellydance Blueprint is
a teaching methodology
that continues to inspire the
teacher and student.
Through understanding and
applying the process on
crafting tribal fusion
bellydance movement, you
will quickly see the infinite
possibilities for
choreography and layering
capabilities. It offers a
grounded, clear and
inspiring approach to
teaching tribal fusion belly
dance, while empowering
students and demystifying
the process of how
versatile combinations can
be created. As a teacher I
have found sharing this
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format in a class setting, an
absolute pleasure. Once
students have grasped
many of the “ingredients”,
there will come a time
where you can incorporate
a creative crafting
component to your classes,
where students can get in
groups and start making
their own combos! The
energy of inspiration and
excitement as new
movement starts to take
shape is such a buzz! Most
classes are about teaching
students your own
choreographies, and while
this is important and can
continue to be a part of
your curriculum, teaching

students ‘how’ to create
their own work is an
amazing gift to share. As
you can probably feel, I
could go on and on about
the benefits and depth of
the blueprint process,
however lets move on to
the requirements and
expectations for Teacher
training.
Level One must be
completed first, and all of
the info in this pack is
relevant for teaching Level
One only
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The 3 Elements to
Teacher Training

Pricing Structure
Teacher Training Level 1 (If you do not
currently have access to Level One
online course)

1) Technical: Movement is to be clear
and precise (but not perfect! There is
always room to grow)
2) Delivery of material: lesson
planning, ethics as a teacher,
intentions and desires
3) Business and Alignment: Practical
tools and aligning energy intention
with your desires. This component
is optional and will be an
additional fee.

$400USD/ $565AUD
This includes:
* All downloadable videos that teach the
Level One Bellydance Blueprint method
* Technical feedback on all videos
submitted
* Lesson plans and class structuring
* Body Balance Module
*PLUS One Skype session answering
any questions and discussing lesson
planning.
*Extra Skype sessions are optional

My role in the 3 Elements of teacher

Training
1) Technical: I will give feedback on
strengths and areas that require
development after viewing all videos
you have submitted.
2) Delivery of material: I will share
lesson plans and different examples
of how you can approach teaching
the Bellydance Blueprint. I will also
discuss how the delivery needs to
align with your intentions.
3) Business and Alignment (optional):
This is a separate Element where I
will guide you step by step in helping
you to: gain clarity, understand how
to reprogram your subconscious so
you can live your life with passion,
how to create a clear plan on
making your dance visions a reality
as well as share a checklist of
practical tools and ways to assist in
the growth of classes. There needs
to be an alignment of your energy

Teacher Training Level 1 (If you do
have access to level One already)
$340USD/ $480AUD

(thoughts, vibration) to allow
growth to happen!
All of my feedback and teachings
will be through both audio and
sometimes video (Skype will be
Video). The process of giving
feedback requires me to watch
videos sometimes several times,
while taking notes. I then record my
voice giving the feedback. It works
best when you watch the video while
you listen so you can go to the time I

* includes all of the above except the
Bellydance Blueprint lessons
Business and Alignment module
$82USD/$115AUD Per Hour (This
Module is optional)
4 Session Package: $264USD/$400AUD

reference and see what I am giving
feedback about.

Requirements:
- You will need to have the ability to record yourself completing all tasks and upload to
either Messenger or Youtube (or we can discuss another way that works)
- Level One must be completed prior to Level Two
- Video of you demonstrating all Ingredients from Level One. I will critique it and you will
be required to make any adjustments that need to be made.
- Video of you performing all of the Level One ‘Challenges’ (these are displayed at the
end of each Focus Element video
- Video of a choreography (that is a minimum of 3 mins) utilizing the Level One
ingredients and principles from the Bellydance Blueprint (feel free to use combos
already created from the Focus Element Challenges)
- Video of a combo you create by shuffling the ‘Layer cards’ and getting creative!
- Journaling exercises answering self enquiry questions to gain clarity on your intentions
and desires as a teacher (These don’t need to be submitted)
- Lesson planning: You will be required to create your own lesson plan, with guidance and
examples from myself, after our Skype Session.
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Body Balance module
• Included in the Level One Teacher Training are Body
Balance videos (which are from my
“Art of Tribal belly Dance” DVD series)
They include:
• Pilates exercises for postural endurance (core
muscles & back muscles)
• Meridian exercises
• Basic Qi Gong sequences
• Conditioning exercises to develop balance and
grace
These can be useful for ideas when planing lessons in
the “transition, warm up or cool down” section of the
class format

“I absolutely love the Belly Dance Blueprint method!
Working through the lessons and challenges really helped
me break “out of the box” and think about dance and
layering in new ways. I’ve learned new skills to teach
dance to my students and help them create their own
choreography or improv. Acushla is a gem—she is always
at hand with support! Her constructive feedback and
guidance was so valuable in improving my own skills in
dance as well as teaching. I’m thrilled to start sharing this
method with my students!”
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How to Apply
Please email
acushla@BodyTempleDance.com with
the following information:
The number of years of belly dance
experience including the style and main
teachers
Youtube clips of recent performances or
personal practice

